


Welcome to Enchanted Flower Lounge!

We do things differently here; we inspire, and we want you to be the coolest couple on the 

island!

With a team of passionate event designers and florists, dedicated in creating events worth to 

remember, our goal is to bring your vision to life!

Options in flowers and décor are endless and we would be delighted to create a tailormade 

proposal for you!

So, send your ideas and let’s start crafting some blooming plans!

As we aim for your event to be unique , based on your personal style and needs, it wouldn’t 

be possible to offer a specific “price list”. Yet, this brochure should help you get an idea of our 

core services and their rough costs. It’s almost impossible to include everything we offer, so 

please feel free to ask for anything not included regarding flowers and décor.

Love,

The Enchanted Team 



Bridal bouquets

Cost: €120.00 - €250.00

Bridesmaids’ bouquets

Cost: €25.00 - €120.00



Buttonholes

Cost: €10.00 for roses, spray roses and other small flowers

Cost: €15.00 for peonies, orchids, calla lilies etc.

Corsages

Cost: €22.00 (pinned on dress)

Cost: €27.00 (for wrist on ribbon)

Cost: €35.00 (for wrist on pearl bracelet)

Flower girls 

Basket with rose petals

Cost: €20.00 

Gypsophilia head bands

Cost: €40.00



In urns, stands etc.

Cost: from €900.00 - €1400.00 per set

2 not symmetrical arrangements

Cost: from €1500.00



Square, round, triangle, circle or geometric

With flowers at the sides

Cost: from €450.00

With flower garland on top

Cost: from €800.00

Full flower arches

Cost: from €4000.00



Flower arrangements next to the chairs 

Cost: from €250.00 per meter for garland next to the aisle chairs 

Cost: from €200.00 each for arrangements



Flower bouquets on the chairs (on all or on every other chair)

Cost: from €70.00 each 

Cost: from €15.00 each (for single roses and foliage)

Cost: from €30.00 each (for single hydrangeas and foliage)



Personalized confetti pouches filled with rose petals placed on each guest seat

Cost: €5.00

Baskets of  petals

Cost: €60.00 each



Low centerpieces for round tables

Cost: from €200.00 - €450.00 each



Low centerpieces for long tables(approx. 2m)

Cost: from €220.00 - €450.00 per table



Floral garlands for long tables

Cost: from €220.00 - €350.00 per meter



Tall centerpieces for round tables

Cost: from €350.00 - €700.00 each 



Loose foliage or gypsophilia and candles based centerpieces

Cost: from €90.00 - €150.00 for round tables

Cost: from €180.00 - €250.00 for long tables (approx. 2m)



Small vases and candles  centerpieces

Cost: from €120.00 - €180.00 for round tables

Cost: from €200.00 - €270.00 for long tables (approx. 2m)



Candles around the area in lanterns or vases

Cost: €17.00 each for lanterns

Cost: €550.00 for 50 candles in glass vases

Cost: €1000.00 for 100 candles in glass vases

Cost: €1800.00 for 200 candles in glass vases



We can arrange all the stationery you’ll need on the day!

Table plans, table numbers, signs, and place cards are just some of them!

Just let us know what you’d like and we’ll provide suggestions and costs!



We can also arrange rentals! Wooden or mirrored tables , 

chairs, plates and charger plates, glassware, colored 

tablecloths and napkins are just some of  the options!



Still looking for something you haven’t found in this brochure?? 

A lemonade bar, a flower on the napkin or perhaps some fairy 

lights on the trees?? 

Please feel free to ask!



Some extra helpful info!

• We always finish our tables with candles in votives/candlesticks/containers to match the 

general style and these are included in the centerpieces’ costs

• If  time between ceremony and dinner allows most of  the ceremony florals can be reused. 

For example, the garland from an arch can become a beautiful floral runner on a top table 

and the pedestal arrangements can be used as entrance décor! Or vice versa… a guest 

table centerpiece can serve as ceremony table arrangement!

• We always use top quality imported flowers to ensure they will last and stay beautiful the 

whole day!

• If  you have an overall budget for decor please let us know it, along with your ideas and 

requirements. It helps us making the right suggestions on flowers and sizes and saves you 

time! If  not, no worries! We can quote based on the style you like and your requirements!

• Looking for some extra inspiration?? Follow us on Instagram and check out our posts and 

daily stories!

https://www.instagram.com/enchantedflowerlounge/

https://www.instagram.com/enchantedflowerlounge/

